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“BRINGING EUROPE HOME AT SCHOOL” 

 

Reproduction of European paintings 

and exhibition_Malpils Art school_Latvia 
 

1. Class/Classes to which the action is addressed:  

  

Malpils Music and Art School in Latvia. Students of 2nd - 8th grade, 8 – 14 years old. 28 

students and 4 teachers 

 

 

2. Stimulus/trigger:  
 

To introduce the students with the most famous painters in Europe and their works. 

Present the diversity of European artists' works, the variety of represented genres and 

painting techniques. Create copies of works in painting techniques, on canvas with high-

quality acrylic paints. 

 

3. To which students’ need does the specific action correspond?  

 

 

The art school program usually involves artists that are most recognizable and stylistic. 

Due to the limited number of study hours, there is no way to get acquainted well with the 

work of all European artists 

 

4. Aims:  

 

Get acquainted with European culture through the prism of art and painting. 

To introduce students to the works of the best-known painters in the countries of the 

European Union; to encourage students to engage in creative activities, and to create 

copies of works of art. 

Provide the opportunity to work on real canvas, wrapped on frames of high quality colors. 

 

5. Connection of the activity to the existing curriculum or the common relevant 

school activities of the specific class:  
 

The Action is closely linked to the Malpils Art School curriculum. We are an art school so 

we became acquainted with the countries of European membership through culture, 

specifically through painting. 

 

6. Duration (total school hours):  

 



24 lessons in total, inclusive data search, compilation and painting. 

 

7. Methods and materials used: 

 

 

Canvas stretched on a frames, according to the number of European Union countries; 

acrylic paints, brushes. Searching for information on the Internet, image transfer, painting. 

 

8. 1st phase (preparation) (activities, tools):  

 

Introducing the students to the works of artists from European Union countries. Finding 

Reproductions of Famous European Artists and their Works on the Internet. Each student, 

together with teachers or senior students, independently chooses one representative from 

the most popular painters in the countries of the European Union, and each student selects 

the work that he would like to make. The works are selected based on the age group, 

ability, level of preparation and interest of each student. 

 

Basic information about each of the 28 European countries is also sought and collected. 

The information also includes pictures of the national flag and coat of arms, the location 

on the map, and a brief description of the capital city, the official language used and the 

year of accession to the European Union, in order to make the pupils a little familiar with 

the particular country represented and to create a more detailed impression of it. 

 

 

9. 2nd phase (implementation) :  

 

The selected work copies are printed on a color printer. Selected artists and copies of 

works are aggregated into a single list to maintain order in the records, for example, to 

avoid copying copies of selected works, or several students would not want to make 

artists copies of works from one country. 

Printed reproduction images are transferred to the canvas, the painting process. The 

process adjusts the image and colors. 

The finished works are arranged at the exhibition. 

 

 

10. How did you manage to cooperate with other teachers – classes – schools – bodies 

– partners?  
 

The project involves most (28) students from the Art School, from 2nd grade to 8th grade 

(8-14 years old), as well as 4 teachers. A single list has been created that highlights the 

choice of works so that the selected works are not duplicated and that several artists from 

the same country are not selected. 

 

After completion of the copies, an exhibition of works in Malpils Secondary School, 

where most of the students of the School of Arts study, will be exhibited, and the works 

will be displayed in other educational institutions and exhibition halls in the nearest and 

distant future. 

 

11. Report – Evaluation – Results  

 

This creative process was very interesting for students and also for teachers. Familiarity 

with the work of the European artists was also the introduction to geography, where each 



particular, dated country is located in the European Union and also got acquainted with 

national flags and coats of arms. The required inforation was sought with great interest 

and enthusiasm. For the first time in making copies of works of art for students, one could 

imagine painting a real canvas on a frame and working with high-quality and artistically 

high-quality materials. Copies went even better, as was hoped. 

 

This project was a great opportunity to get acquainted with the artists of all 28 European 

countries and their works. 

 

More pictures: 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_0_gZjUMHBCxG1SESt79yaG3MQlKNNpz 
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